
Biosphere Reserve 

Salzburger Lungau

Biosphere Reserve 

Southeast Rügen

Nature Park 

Medvednica

Piana di Lagdei Pietra di Bismantova Lago Santo Modenese Salse di Nirano Preber lake Zicker Berge Peak zone

Shuttle service

Public transport (bus) service

E-bikes

Restoration and securing of paths

New parking rules 

InfoPoint

Open days

Communication of the alternative mobility services 

by:

- press

- posters

- brochures/ leaflets

- web

- social network

Low accessibility and inclusion for visitors with disabilities
To enhance the possibilities of fruition of the 

territory by visitors with disabilities
Open days

Survey

Manual counting of visitors

Electronic people counters

Electronic car counters

Analysis of summit books and counting of signatures

Video cameras

Video Content Analysis (VCA) system

Open days

InfoPoint

Communication through:

- press

- brochure/ leaflets

- the web site of the Park

- social networks

- audioguide

- educational video

- placemats

Interactive map

Waste bins

Training and coordination of the Park Visitor Centers 

and Tourist Information Offices

Open days

InfoPoint

Communication through:

- brochure

- social networks

Training and coordination of the Park Visitor Centers 

and Tourist Information Offices

Paneling and information tools 

InfoPoint

Communication through:

- brochure

- 3D map

Plan for the local territorial development and 

technical study for the infrastructural services

New signs for trekking 

Search and rescue routes

Swarovski telescope (Spektiv) and rescue equipment 

Monitoring of the naturalistic and environmental 

conditions by specific indicators

San Gallo method

Training and coordination of the Park Visitor Centers 

and Tourist Information Offices

Working groups between inhabitants and 

stakeholders

Key

Not started

Started and concluded as defined during the first inspection and summarized in the Intermediate Report of Independent Evaluation - Main Pilot Action

Started and concluded as  defined during the first inspection and summarized in the Intermediate Report of Independent Evaluation - Sub category of a Main Pilot Action

New opportunities

Great new opportunities

Problems or risks

Solutions envisaged for the problems

Started and interrupted in progress - Main Pilot Action

Started and interrupted in progress - Sub category of a Main Pilot Action

Limited knowledge of the visitor profile in terms of number, 

origin, behavior, mobility preferences, awareness of being in 

a Protected Area and knowledge of the specific code of 

conduct

To acquire a better knowledge of the 

characteristics, choices and level of awareness 

of visitors regarding the naturalistic specificities 

Critical points Purposes of the Pilot Actions 

Independent Evaluation. Critical map of Pilot Actions

Sölktäler Nature Park
Strunjan Landscape 

Park

Unsustainable accessibility, with consequent negative 

externalities (congestion of the road and parking areas, 

environmental and acoustic pollution, impact on climate, 

violations of the rules of the road, obstacle to the passage of 

emergency vehicles)

Pilot Actions

Appennino Tosco-Emiliano National Park Central Emilia Parks
Regional Park of the Po 

Delta

To promote sustainable accessibility, instead of 

the private car

Low participation of the local stakeholders in designing the 

tourist offer of the Protected Area in concerted terms

To create opportunities for local public and 

private stakeholders to meet and discuss, in 

order to promote participatory planning 

processes

Inappropriate behavior of visitors, due to a lack of 

knowledge of the particularities of the Protected Area or an 

insufficient respect of its natural value 

To increase the knowledge of the visitors about 

the specificity and the nature delicacy of the 

Protected Area and to empower visitors about 

their behavior, by an adequate information on 

the correct rules of conduct

Relevant concentration of the Park visitors in few sites
To promote the visit to less known and less 

frequented sites within the Park

Partial knowledge by visitors of the overall tourist offer of the 

Protected Area

To improve the tourist promotion by informing 

on the global offer (sports and recreational 

activities, accommodation, restaurant, paths)

Perfectibility of the overall tourist offer of the Protected Area

To enhance the possibilities of fruition of the 

Protected Area according to environmental 

sustainability criteria

Limited knowledge of the actual impact of the tourist 

pressure on the Protected Area

To inspect and analyse the effects of the 

turistic presence on the natural environment 

and habitat


